
Product Creation
Spreadsheet

App

Use the app to develop
ideas that eventually
can lead to products.

Developing ideas mean
putting them into form
(tangible & intangible)
and seeing if there is a

demand.

Turning organizations
of all sizes 1 to 100,000

to idea factories.

Organizations of all
sizes.

The one thing I am
using now, haha.

Free with follow up fees
as a service.

Starting that process of
generating ideas and

putting them into form.
Seeing if there is

demand is also key.

Excel or Google sheets.
Maybe Android or Mac

iOS.  Scalability-how can
it lead to in-person
discussions and be

updated.

Google Sheets, Play
Store, App Store???

Realization

Edit idea spreadsheet
from online source.

Now

Family and others who
share it.  Fellow

organization members
could try it out.

Edit idea spreadsheet
from online source?

Silliness

Products are a dime a
dozen.

Get homeless people to
come up with crazy

ideas to fix
homelessness and save

taxpayers dollars.

Idealogism,
Freeproductism,

Ideaformdemand.

This morning I 'm
using this App, it's
soul purpose is to
develop ideas, You

might think it's
Cr@p, Or that it's
bananas, But in

reality it's to
create products

and it might make
lots of money.

Average.  Bump, bump,
bump, bump (song that
ends in Let's make lots

of money.

Ideas are food for
organizations.  Ideas

are for life.

The people would use
this to promote

sustainable living.

More ideas

Startup

Products are usually
created with the sole

purpose of making
money.  This is based on

benefiting multiple
parties and multiple

reasons.

We work on generating
ideas all the time.

Assessing how to put
them into form and

seeing if there is
demand.  If there is, you

have a product(s) to
build an organization of

any size.

If this organization is a
business, it will

probably fail.  Most
businesses fail anyway.

It's measured by a
paradigm shift in

thinking.

Unlimited.

Offer it for free.  Offer 1
hour of free coaching
and hourly rates for

helping with
brainstorming.

Coaches and
consultants.  Business

schools.

Organizational theorist.
Feedback from friendly
'guinea pigs' who try it

out.  Good app designer.

I have a free tool that
will help organizations

of all sizes develop a
product they can build

around the
organization.  Do you

have 15 minutes to
invest in order to see

how you might benefit?

My own Questions

How can you modify
this worksheet to fit
your organization?

How can your
organization work

together so you can
check this worksheet
with the time often
otherwise spent on

other activities such as
social media?

What are you learning
about your fellow

organization friends?

How are your
relationships within

your organization since
using this worksheet?

Business

Could differentiate
from others.

First family, then will
share with friends and

possibly coaching
clients.

Personal

This method helped me
to get clearer about
products in my own

businesses and it allows
me to talk with and

possibly help any
organization in 15

minutes or less.

Yes

More about what
capitalistic markets

need to run more
efficiently.

Society

Organizations of all
sizes

It's free.  Not all
products have to make
money or profit.  Even
words and sentences

can be products.

It's adopted by society.


